
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Melchsee-Frutt 

The natural pearl in the heart of Switzerland 

Refreshing mountain air and so breathtaking – beautiful. In the middle of Central 
Switzerland, the sunny and car-free high plateau is located on nearly 2'000 m.a.s.l. In our 
alpine holiday area we offer versatility for the whole family.  

Enjoy the 36 kilometres perfectly preserved runways, an eight-kilometre-long sledge 
journey or idyllic wanderings and snowshoe tours in a wonderful winter scenery. Also our 
smallest guests experiences unforgettable hours at the Fruttli-Land, which is free of 
charge usable. Numerous hotels, restaurants and mountain huts offers culinary climaxes 
and promises romantic nights in the snow-covered mountains. For Freestyle fans the 
fruttpark.ch offers the optional terrain for every level, with numerous rails, jumps and 
boxing. 

The offers can be made and combined in different levels of difficulty. So the adventure-
day will be a journey for every generation, it doesn’t matter if you are tall, small, sporty 
or easy going.  

You can also make use of Sledge renting, ski rental and service, Swiss ski and snowboard 
school, controlled snow shoe tours, various exciting group experiences and a lot more! 

With pleasure we present to you an individual offer with attractive group prices.  
Contact: Sportbahnen Melchsee-Frutt, info@melchsee-frutt.ch, P: +41 41 669 70 60 

Melchsee-Frutt in the winter dress stands for good-quality and exciting winter's days in 
an imposing and open scenery. 

We look forward to welcome you! 
 



 
 
 

Skiing and snowboarding  
Challenging steep slopes and gentle hills belong to the diversity of 
the Melchsee-Frutt. The skiing area is known very well for the snow 
certainty and well prepared slopes for skiers, carver and 
snowboarder. 14 modern transportation facilities open 36 km of 
runways in all degrees of difficulty. 
 

fruttpark.ch 
Freestyler hearts blossom in fruttpark. ch. Whether comfortable 
jibbing or ambitious training: With rails, jumps and boxing everybody 
finds the optimum terrain to spend a perfect day on Melchsee-Frutt. 
Also the ski cross runway offers a rapid mix from jumps, waves and 
curves.  
 
 Fruttli-Land 
Our young guests can enjoy memorable hours in Fruttli-Land and it’s 
also for free. Whether “magic carpet”, skiing merry-go-round or 
snowtubing, the Fruttli-Land makes child hearts beaten higher. 
Hares, bears and snakes become drive around and brings child eyes 
to the ray.  
 
 Sledging 
The eight kilometre long sledging-run is with an altitude difference 
of about 800 metres the longest sledging-run in Central Switzerland. 
Already during the day a gigantic adventure with the sun in the face 
and wind in the hair, the departure by night and maybe with full 
moon is an unforgettable experience. On the sledging learning trail 
the correct steering and braking of the sledge is mediated 
 
 Winter hiking and snowshoe tours 
Melchtal and Melchsee-Frutt are ideal starting points for winter 
hiking’s and snowshoe tours. The beautiful winter scenery can be 
enjoyed on easy or also ambitious tours. The guides of the ski and 
snowboard school lead our guests with pleasure by our miraculous 
mountain world.  
 
 Ice fishing 
Ice fishing – the special winter experience. In rest and atmosphere of 
the high, north holes are bored in the thick sheet of ice. With 
patience and pleasure of the wintry scenery and some talent capitals 
trout’s and chars from the depth can be pulled. 
 
 
Cross-country skiing 
On Melchsee-Frutt are pulled on about 15 kilometres of varied cross-
country skiing cross-country trails in the snow which lead by a quiet 
and atmospheric scenery. Also the icebound Melchsee offers place 
for a part of the cross-country trail, without gradients and departures.  
 
 

http://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/steep+slope.html

